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STATUS OP THE STEAM''GENERATING HEAVY WATER REACTOR

« J Moore

Summary

D Hicks N Bradley I T Rowlands

THe SGjHWR is a direct cycle boiling light , water ̂ reactpr with ,,

a heavy water moderator. Distinguishing features are the

uie of pressure tubes instead of a ]}arge pressure vessel,

provision of emergency cooling water as a spray operating

directly on to fuel pins and the absence of moving mechanical

components in the core. > ~ '-

Operation of the 100 MW(e) Winfriih reactor, for almost 5

ysars has shown the system to be reliable and accessible for

iiispectionand maintenance. Dynamic characteristics and

fuel and materials performance relevant to current commercial

designs have been demonstrated.

ETAT DU .REACTEtJR A EAU LOURSE FRODUCTEUR DE VAPEUR

Soamalre _

Le SGHWR (re'acteur a eau lourde prdducteur de vapeur)" sst un

re'acteur a cycle direct et a eau legere^bouillante avec

moderateur a eau lourde. II se distingue par I'emploi de

tubes de force-au lieu d*une grosse cuve de preseion, par

la prevision, en cks d'urgence, d*eau de refroidissement *
i

arrose'e directement sur lea aiguilles de combust ibis et par

1* absence d'organes me^caniques mobiles dans le noyau.

L1 exploitation du r^acteur de^Tinfrith de lOOMW(e) pendant

presque cinq ans a demontre' que le systeme est fiable et

accessible pour lf inspection «̂t la maintenance. Les

caracte'ristiques dynafioiques ei les performances du

combustible et de3 matrfriaux iipplicablea aux installations -

coamecciales cburant^es ont ete Stabiles.



STAND DES DAMPFERZEUGENDEN SCHWERWASSERREAKTORS
y*,1 ' W ^ r > • w T, - .. 'Tg .1
S
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Der SGHWR ist ein Direktkreislauf-Siede-Leichtwaaserreaktor

mit Schwerwasser als Moderator. Besondere Merkmale sind die

Verwendung von Druckrohren anstelle eines grossen Druck-

behälters, Notkühlung mit direkt auf die Brennsläbe

gespritztem Wasser und Abwesenheit von beweglichen

mechanischen Komponenten im Core.

In fast 5 Betriebsjahren hat sich der nach diesem Prinzip

"gebaute 1OO-MWel-Reaktor in Winfrith als auverlässig und

für Inspektion und Wartung zugänglich erwiesen. Die für

heutige kommerzielle Anlagen geforderten dynamischen

Kennlinien und Brennstoff- und Werkstoff-Betriebsleistungen

sind realisiert worden, ,

r
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STATUS OF THE STEAM GENERATING HEAVY WATER REACTOR

INTRODUCTION '

The Steam Generating Heavy Water Reactor is a direct cycle boiling

water reactor using light water coolant and heavy water as the

principal moderator. The fuel design and coolant technologies are

similar to those in conventional BWRs, and the basic reactor design

has the following distinctive characteristics.

1. The pressure vessel is replaced by Zircaloy pressure

tubes of simple geometry and well understood

metallurgical properties.

2« Under pressure circuit failure conditions the reactor

has the good safety characteristics inherent in

pressure tube-reactors. Emergency cooling water is .

supplied as a direct spray along the whole length of

each fuel element.

3« The-reactor-has -a zero void coefficient Baking it

relatively insensitive to changes in steam/water

content in the core.

k. There are no moving mechanical components in the core,

, control is achieved by adjusting moderator height and

chemical shim in the moderator. This form of control

in conjunction with the fuel management scheme causes

only small local power steps in fuel rating., during

fuel life, typically & maximum of 6£. ,/

5» ^ Easy access for refueLling permits, rapid^replacement of

faulty fuel and adoption of a^fuei cycle requiring

modest fuel burn up, averagt)'discharge irradiation

. 20,000 MWP/te. ' "" %-

Low enrichaent U02t,fuel, 2*, isi employed. Enrichment leads to

significant reductions in heavy water inventory, about a factor 3,

and results in eteaa void coefficients that are snail and negative.

Control and safety probleaa associated with large reactivity or power

distribution changes due to atekm voids are therefore avoided.

The SQSMB was developed by the combined resources of the UKAEA and the

British Nuclear Industry and established as a proven reactor system

alnost 5 years operation off the 100 HWU) power plant at Winfrith

Heath, ̂=The plant has been. «uppLying power to the British grid system



since December 19&7*

The Winfrith reactor was designed as a demonstration plant for large

reactors of 500 MW(e) upwards. In particular the pressure tube and

fuel element design were dptiadaed for a large reactor and increases

in design power are achieved simply by increasing the number of these

proven modules. The required increase in size of other components

such as the heavy water tank or calandria and recirculating pumps is

well within the limits of normal engineering practice.

SGHWR DESIGN

The fuel elemeat consists of 36 pins of U02 fuel with Sircaloy cans

and a central hollow tube through which the emergency cooling water

is supplied to spray directly on to the fuel pins. A neutron shield

and a sealing plug are located above and connected to the fuel

element. Refuelling is off load with direct access to each pressure

tube. The arrangement of fuel and pressure tube is shown in Figure 1«

The Zircaloy pressure tube is connected to steel pipework by rolled

joints. The tube assembly is supported from the top of the upper

neutron shield and guided by a seal at the lower neutron shield* The

assemblies pass through an aluminium calandria tank containing heavy

water with a COg filled gap between pressure and qalandria tubes* The

gap reduces heat transfer and permits the heavy water temperature to

be held below about 80°C.

The calandria pressure tube assemblies and the neutron shields form an

integrated structure, Figure 2. The neutron shields are fabricated

steel structures containing light water and also steel shot in the

cylindrical shields* They completely surround the core to prevent

neutron activation of all components outside the core and to allow

access to the primary containment for inspection and maintenance with

the reactor shut down*

The arrangement of the prisary coolant circuit containing circulating

pumps and steaa drums is shovel in Figure 3* Water chemistry Is

controlled to be neutral and î ur̂ ty is maintained by a full flew ion

exchange system in.the return condensate line from the turbine. Also

a proportion of the primary coolant flow, equivalent to 4£ of the

steaa flow is passed through i^n exchange beds. In the Winfrith

reactor pipework is stainless |*t««l and the steam drum has a stainless
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steel lining whereas commercial designs incorporate a mild steel

primary coolant circuit. - >'

Ease of access for refuelling gives flexibility in choice of

refuelling intervals. For the standard fuel management scheme

refuelling would be 1/9th of the core every 6 months with the reactor

shut down over a weekend.' To refuel, the reactor is shut down and

depresaurised and the refuelling machine is connected to a channel

where it unlatches the seal plug and then replaces irradiated fuel

with new fuel. The Winfrith reactor refuelling machine operates on a

dry charge face whereas in the commercial designs illustrated the

charge face is located in the bottom of a refuelling and fuel storage

pond. Figures k and'5 show the general arrangement of the plant

including facilities for removing irradiated fuel. Irradiated fuel

would normally be stored in the pond for 6 months and removed in a

transport flask via the containment building.air-lock during the next

plant outage for refuelling*

The maiu parameters for 2 typical commercial designs of 509 Mtf(e) and

625 MV(e) are presented in Table I.

OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
t

Power output is controlled by raising and lowering moderator height

in the calandria tank. Commercial designs have interlattice tubes

containing Krypton gas to adjust a^eroscopic radial power distribution

and to correct xenon instability in high output reactors. Long term

changes in reactivity that occur during fuel burn up are compensated

for by adjusting boric acid content in the heavy water. Boric acid

is removed by flowing moderator through anion exchange beds and

regenerating through the BRANDT process (boron recovery and

eleotrodialysis).

The automatic control system y^ovides load following characteristics

similar to those of conventional stations. Changes in electricity

demand operate the turbine corftrol valve to change steam flow rate

and the resultant change in pleasure in the steam drums produces a

signal that ia used to change

Stored energy in the steam drt

change in power demand up to 1

met at a rate of 100/minwte between kO mad 100* full power. Inherent

plant stability pewits Manual control during maintenance of the
0 '• 'I

reactor power and so restore pressure.

1 enables accommodation of a step

0* and larger changes in demand can be



automatic control equipment.

Reactor steam nay be dumped to the main turbine condenser via a bypass

capable of accepting 1OO# flow for a short period and hO)& flow for an

extended period. In the event of sudden loss of electrical load, the

dump valves are opened, the reactor power is automatically reduced and

a,reactor •crip avoided. The governor system and condanser durcp syatem

permic the turbine to provide the station auxiliary laad upon loss of

the grid network load, the excess steam being bypassed to the condenser

and the reactor automatically reducing power to 40# load.

Wiafrith rsactoj,* experience has shown the following t< descales for

start up from the hot pressurised state and from the lold unprsssurised

condition,,

Operation

Approach to critical

Raising pressure and temperature

Turbine warm through and run-up

Power raising

Start-up checks

Hot Start
Hours

0.3

0.7

1.0

Cold Start
Hquro

0.5

1.5

2.0

2.0

9.0

Ability to operate under power cycling conditions anr to respond to

rapid load changes has been demonstrated on the Vinf ith plant.

A programme of daily power .cycling in which power ha<. been cycled

between 70 and 100$ full power has been in progress during the past

year with 220 cycles at the tisie of writing. Dynamic tests have

confirmed the ability of the automatic control system lo meet required

performance and a series of kinetic nfeasuraaents have been made to

establish the accuracy of theoretical models.

SAFETY , o

Inherent safety features in the basic reactor concept ar*

(1) the uiie of pressure tabes instead of a pre<< irr vessel

(2) zero void coefficient

The good safety charactoristics of pressure tube watei nmctore

severe fault conditions have bepn described for a numl <r of

for exanple the Russian stesit. generating grapliite rear ,o--a

in principJe pipework can be arranged to make all the •*! r,tox c



inventory available to feed a breach in the primary coolant systea.

Component and pipe sizes can be chosen to give required alow rates of

depreesurisation and adequate cooling of fuel by reactor coolant

during the critic&l initial phases of circuit depressurisation

transients. In these circumstances emergency cooling water would not

be required to limit initial fuel temperature exc\\rs5ons but only to

secure long term post accident cooling. "•

In topical SGHVR designs th»>se properties of pressure tuba reactors

are utilised to the extent that severe fuel temperature transients

result only if a steam drum ia assumed to fail or if flow 'at^jignation1

or 'st<5*ra blocking' conditions are postulated to occur in the fuel

channels during a lGsa of ccolant accident. It can r>e showa that suuh

aTsnts are highly iaprobable, but even so they can be aocommoaatocL

vlthout having to place x'elience upon complex fls>'v ̂ j&aility and heat

transfer calculations. This is achieved by the sprrv? eooliag system,

which coola the fuel by spraying it along its entire length and which

tins confident heat transfer capability to d^al with less cf s!3 '

primary coolant flow within the first seconds of a loae of coolent

accident.

With regard to the Zircaloy pressure tube itself, ±t is a simple

pressure container with well understood stress di.Bt:ribv,t±ows.

Gompreherscive development work has shown that the li-.igth of oracle in

a pressure tube required t« cause rapid crack props, Ration is aboivi

îO times the tube thickness - 8 to 10 cm in a 5MB t"iJ.ck tube.

Out leakage of coolant would be detected before a er-atfk could gro* to

its critical length and so prevent gross failure of i pressure tube.

The zero void coefficient of reactivity enables either rapid increases

or decreases in the circuit pressure to be accepted without any

consequent reactivity excursiLona being induced in tie core. Thus the

raactor can accept loss of the turbine without the r«e»aaity to trip

the reactor*

The main engineered safeguards incorporated in rea<' - o; design are

(1) ECW provision as siray cooling

(2) Ua» of bor&ted liqMda for emergency shut 5v i \,

(j>) Mortt>rator rtunp for! emergency shutdown
, C+) Doubls contaioaent '

The «pr«y cooling ayat«| YA* been described.
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The liquid shutdown system \s designed to deal with rapid loss of

coolcuit accidents. It hac reactivity capacity of k% and it shuts

down the reactor in 2 secoiis. Its reliability tee been demonstrated

by about 2000 test firings on the Winfrith reactor without a single

failure• The moderator d m p system which shute down the reactor in

5C seconds is itself capab .e of protecting the realtor against the

mo>'e frequent faults such ris loss of power supp!5.e3 to primary coolant

circulators. These faults rsquire high integrity shutdown capability

the.t Is assured by the diversity of shutdown sysic ts.

The *,rijifrith reactor has r% r3inforced concrete soaiailnment building

that wsuld be vented during -he early stages of a ;njor deprossurisa--

tion a^aider.t followed by i sibling of the building ̂ nd diversion of

s release from the prlnary coolant circuit i-.'i'ws'ugh a water lute

a sheraical clean up plant. Commercial designc. oaploy full

containment typical of light; water reactor practice with a Torestreased

concrete pr-inary containmen building designed io .iceocuaodato fttlS

pressuire developed by release of all light water cf>olsuit. A light

secondary containment build, r.-j is provided to &i.w>.h any out-leakage

from the primary containment to a chemical clear, vi,; plant.

Eeactor design has been systematically analysed t«< 'Ic^ornine the

picobaGillity of fault sequences and protective syc>«<. KE have been

provided to give the required integrity of protection deterraincd by

the probability criteria proposed by Farmer^2' aw, 55 "maximum

credible accident" criteria*

All parts of the reactor coolant circuit are well <atl.dn the range of

conventional manufacturing experience, and.the hlgurtst standards of

quality control can ba specified and achieved. A)' pressure parts' are

capable of irspection and replacement during servi' , , including the

pressure tubes themselves as is evidenced by the i» >lacement of

6 tubes in the Vinfrith reactor after more than ? 1 "n-'-B service,.

OPERATING EXrERIENCE , >̂

Th« tfinfrith SGHtfR wae cons t i tu ted «nd comoisBionerJ e»'< the planned

timescale of *fj years to &»;tjdLn fu l l power operat ic i January 1968.

Operating experience s ine* tlien hue Jemonetrated r«» ' ; i l i t y and

f l e x i b i l i t y of the reac tor concept and the reactor .*-_-,been uaed-to

provide A wid: rar>ge of technica l d&ta to confirn • °i -raial ^'<Jjm.
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Operational history of the reactor has been reported previously^5 and

is sunuarised m Figure 6. Comments in this paper are, restricted to

* highlighting the main points of interest. .

Plant availability was seriously affected during tire first year's

operation by mechanical faults in the ion exchange plant causing flov

bypass resulting in high copper and iron content ir the f-eedwater.

Ttes lead to deposition of copper and iron oxidos .-.."ound the primary

circuit and in particular as "crud" on fuel elemei:v surfaces to cause

fual *\i lures that necessitated plant outage for refuelling. Since

remacji.Hg the defects in the ion exchange plant wr-er chemistry haa

beer: excellent and planned refuelling has been effected .twice per year

as oecjcsed for commercial designs,

Sarl-y .«if ficulties with water chemistry control pravided useful

experience in two technical areas* Firstly examination of irradiated

a good understanding of processes t'a-xi cause crud

ard its effect on fuel performance, and jaeondly activity

builc UT» ia the primary circuit "necessitatsd chem, ,n&± cleaning of the

circ-fi.h. Doth of the primary circuits hev© beeu u^osessfully cleaned

-tcge'; set- with the fuel in the core by a proprieta ;-y reagent of arare«ni'Jia

citr&te/oxulate. Activity levels in different pji.-̂ s of the circuit

wer« reduced ty factors 5 to 20.

of access to the primary circuit and ability $6 make repairs has

beer: demonstrated by"5"- .

(i) repairs to minor leaks primarily aseoc;.:.i;ed with packing

on valve glands

(li^ replacement of a pipe bend that dev*laj,:cdi ̂  leak due to

'̂retting wear" caused by a file left in during cSnetruction

(iii) "eooval and replacement of 6 experimental oressure tubes

The four p -imary coolant circulators have providt ?~ouble free

operation. One was replaced in 1971 for detaije: e- imination and found
to be in e<cellent conditibn. Be<xring failurer, t

circulators necessitated pbwer reduction to 80% ,

at a pi^annsd reactor sh-vc-jt.' i.

Activity baild up in the tjurbine has not interfer

JC^required sli|J.elding to protect

Inspection of i\p rotor ir[ 1970 identified

be due to aoe of material
some

of more than specifi«M

! le heavy water

- to asking repairs

•rith acce*?e for

?ig pereonnej.

<s lat?r yhewn ^o

Jneat; &r\& in

* 1 :
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April 1972 the rotor had to be returned to the manufacturers for -

repairs following failure of one of its blades»

Heavy water leakage is small, currently 0.3# of the total inventory and

extrapolation to a commercial plant shows negligible contribution to

energy,costs.

The average load factor for the plant is 5056 which .excludes outages

associated with experimental facilities and the over'-dl availability

excluding experimental requirements is about 75#* '.vailability during

the 1971/2 Winter, when emphasis was placed on powe" production,

was 97#«

FUEL AND MATERIALS PERFORMANCE

Sarly research and developraont and design work established reactojr

physics, heat transfer and expected fuel performener data required for

overall plant design and identified novel engineer!*" 3 features

requiring development. The main content of the pra rcamms that has

been in ̂ rogyess? since the early 1960s has concent r.:.ieri on intensive

study of the fallowing features

detailed establishment of design and performance cf the
" l'

pressure tube plus fuel unit

pressure tubs properties

hydraulic, heat transfer c&arg&ter; R' ".CJ.

fuel performance

performance optimisation by fuel manageme.." vnd

statisiical analysis of form factors and '. y out margins

water chemistry and corrosion of primary '.fo3int circuit

materials

4 substantial development programme with materials

Materials Toat Reactors, the Ilounreay Fast Reactor
1

raactor has evaluated the properties of Zircaloy pro

particular the effects of Irradiation and exposure i

on tube creep, embrittle««nt and corrosion have been

confidence. Ti.be strain due tb creep by irradiation

temperature effects ia expecteS^to bo less than 1.5*

(1)

(2)

(3)

reactor life which is very muclfi less than strain to 1 : are.

Experiments to date have ostab!
fai lure. Embrittlement effect^ cause cr i t ica l crack

and corrosion wauld reduce txib^ thickness by about 0.

8

scraans in

.1 - n the Wicfrith

n-ve tubes. In

reactor coolant

ablished with

pressui'a

a 30 y<*ar

ished .strains up to without

of
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life. Experimental results have been previously reported

Experiments in heat transfer facilities including full size

^ of the }6 pin fuel element with up to 9MW electrical heating hhve

detf r-.vioed detailed1 heat transfer properties and established methods
i

for calculating conditions that could cause dryout i\i coolant •
subchannels within the fuel element. The experiinens;-?! programme has

-anclarxd running an instrumented .fuel element into Aicyont in aji
^ exper .mental loop in the Winfrith\teactor. In thi& .jjcpsriment!

temperatures,attained in dryout were^modest, less tb:;^ 600 C, jyid ,
result?? confirmed that short excursions into dryout auring a l<tes of
flow' fcr-'ansieni would be unlikely to cause s^gnifisa'~i's fuel damage.

' 'The programme load to choice of differentially enriched, fuel elements
(ot}t&&Ting of fuel pins of lower enrichment) to acl-iileve similar fuel
rating :lfl e l l pins and to move onset of dr/out saucy :?rQsn outer pins so
maxing cnr.et of dryout insensitive to eccentricity of a fuel element
withl.i i t~ prosfiure tube. The effectiveness- of the cpray cooling

_systec Las. be;r>n rifttefmined3y experimentfli wiJ:h..fii"l."lze-.Ki|nL1-latioa-of-
fuel frlemontoi1 xuiisig indirectly heated pins. Experi1 '9nt"s hav;? - covered
a raiigp of temperatures and pressures to evaluate, e edit ions ' during
the vYwntc, co'icisivable fatait conditions.

rjien during early
' i 'experience has

I
r̂ew consisting of

' tntmts that lead
J itions. There have
•• specisl'1 experi-
^arimum of about

i if .-.d'ence'i that bhe
,\>rt is )
1 K̂ '/m linear i
±z< suitable for

Except ,,f«ir f? ilure of 252 fuel pins due to crad
"'' '

i'i,!' poor water chemistry fuel irradiatio

?here have been 16 additional fuel tail'

9 in <^»?rim(!iital-fuel elements and-7 in stanuard e

to some .qpinor changes in fuel manufacturing; specif!

only been 3 Juel pin failures since June 1970 all ;

ments. Avertge fuel burri up in a fuel element is a

10,000 ftyd/te Bnd detailed fuel examination gives

design burn Op of 20,000 Mtfd/te for commercial reac

conservative.' Irrediation e>5>e.yiBtents with up tc u'

fuel rating indicate that th«| basic cfu«l pin design

substantial \:,prating from th«[ current design choict

maximum. For safety assessments' it 'is assumed thai

scatter on all data could caiUe a local peak of 60 hj

Calculations predict capability of fuel to accept &-

for full fuel life and .ability to do so lias be«n ra
by the ??0 deliy power cycles: to date,, Also Winfri"

i\: tistjjcal

1 < powi»r e*

ily

eactor
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g and 6alciilation of cladding stress and strain during single event power

steps shows that there ie an adequate margin on known cladding

[•"" ductility" and stress corrosion characteristics to accept the small

'V local power steps (up to S#) that would occur due to fuel management

and reactor control in,a commercial reactor*

'̂ c - Experimental work^is in progress to evaluate ths effects of high

tJi temperature excursions on fuel elements» The relationships between

can temperature, fission gas pressure and'onset o:C "ballooning" or

rapid can strain have been established for lose of coolant transients.

,4 Current reactor design meets the following stringent requirements for

{ 3» the so called "stagnation" accident - breach of ike inlet pipawork of

v-; a size that draws coolant from both ends of the reactor core*

i|' (i) instantaneous loss of primary coolant flow through the
1 X core and loss of coolant from the core in lees than

'••: 1 second.

1 (ii) neat transfer capability from the spray eooling_-_eystea- , -

'• ,';.J ""' " to deal with the temperature transient ©a the fuel

.| cladding by preventing "ballooning" of "she cladding.

:j The development' programme includes further evalua ,̂ n of this fault to

identify some coolant capability from theJ primary circuit to ease the

current restrictions on fuel ratings and penriiesi ;le fission gaa

pressure inside fuel pins. '

Chemistry ,',

The use of carbon' s t e e l ins tead of a u s t e n i t i c sta:.?il®s8 s t e e l for water

systems has rece ived considerable a t t e n t i o n i n rer-rtnc y e a r s . Canada

has chosen, carbon s t e e l for the Gandu and BLW rea< lo-?s, recent BWBs

'»} have no s t a i n l e s s ste«»l r lad on t h e upper regions r>l the pressure

vessel and there his been considerable experience .i*h foss i l fuelled

plant in, Germany wi^h neutral .water in carbon stet t ircuits Ijjcluding,

oxygsh dosing in th4 f««d t^ein. - -- —

Incentives to us© a carbon steel primary circuit i1 1 *e SGlViR ai4; to

reduce costs and to ifcvoid s1;ress corrosion craskin,, in etalnlwse etoel

pipework that could occur by ingress of chlorid* f»on sea water

cooling. The Wiafrith r«act|cr Wais constructed tri.t ; .alrvlcss steel

pipework becausp ther« was jjnaufficiaat data to ju-t!.*'y'choice of

carbon stee l &i the t lf ls . Ii|ow«'*«rt f a c i l i t i e s to ••i\%ijiri experience

with carbon «t«»el und^ op»j|ftting conditfons were ur-Id«d by i

a no I ' (' i O r



an independent carbon sfceel coolant circuit-associated with one reactor

channel and by>,use of a carbon steel feed heater operating in thto

temperature range 1|JO to 16O°C. .These carbon steel units have operated

completely satisfactorily. , „ - ' .

Comprehensive corrosion data on "carbon steel has also been obtained"

from a 5" year development programme that included use of a nuclear

fuelled loop in the Dounreay Materials Test Reactor, Tests included a

range of flow velocities, temperatures and oxygen concentrations and

also a study of the! effects of losing control of water chemistry.

These tests showed thai for design conditions with neutral water, the

corrosion rats is lwss than 3 microns/year and no problems arise from

pitting attack, cre\lce corrosion^ galvanic corrosion or intergranular

attack. The protective films formed can withstand conductivity

-excursions to severs! hundred micro Siemens/metre for several days.

Sulphuric and nitric acids, their calcium and magnesium salts, acetic

acid and carbon dioxide at ppm levels failed to produce any adverse

©ffleets on the protective film.

Except for the first year's operation with inadequate control of water

chemistry, the Wiafrith SGHWI* has operated with excellent water

chemistry. -, A light deposit of less than 30 microns thickness builds

up pn fuel surfaces during the first few weeks of operation with new
0 i

fuel and then, stabilises at about that thickness.

CONCLUSIONS ° J

Operation bf the 100 Mtf(e) Vinfrith reactor has shown the SGHWR to be

<a reliable reactor system* The fuel, dynamic and materials technology

of th* system have been demonstrated on the identical components used

in current design^ of large units. Experience has demonstrated Cl

capability for routine inspection and maintenance of even the most

'highly active mgions of the areactor so giving good assurance of the

security of tho plant iuv«stmmt and its integrity to the required

standards. .Ability to replace pressure tubes and to chemically clean

the primary coolant circuit hî ve been .demonstrated* '

Distinguishing feaiw»a of thi SGEVB are the use of pr*ssure tubes

instead of a xirge pr»ss*p» v ssoel, provision %t emergency cooling

w&t«r as a,sprtas?op^raiing dl^ctly pn %o fuel pins and the absence of

moving '*eJjla»:JLeal ccmpnm*ta in tii« reactor core. These features

together with favourabl* r«rxfcor physltes properties and "the p



^of a containment building designed to accept failure of the primary

coolant, circuit make the SGHWR a very safe reactor*

The fuel element is generally similar to other boiling water reactor

fuel and shares the wide base of technology now established. Winfrith

irradiation experience of fuel in all respects typical of that

specified for commercial units has given excellent performance to

date; Tb> operational demands upon the fuel compare favourably with

those of other water reactors and CLe burn up required is modest.

The use of pressure tubes allows rapid access to individual, fuel

channels and simple shutdown refuelling with minimum outage results*

In consequence, considerable flexibility exists in the fuel manage- -'.

ment programme at marginal coat*

The reactor can operate either on base load or two shift operation and

the control characteristics enable it to operate as a load following ,,

power station*- Proving of the fuel for load following duty is well

advanced.

Commercial designs incorporate the fuel eleaent, pressure tube and

channel .units that have been proved during successful operation of the

Winfrith reactor since 1967. The required output is obtained by

choosing the required number of these, identical modules and the

modular concept permits fabrication at works ox all reactor components.
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Table I

Commercial SGHttiL typical design parameters

Electrical output nett

Electrical output gross

Reactor heat output

Average fuel rating

Coolant mass flow through core

Steam flow to turbine

Steam pressure at steam drums

Average coolant <f"v""̂ ty at ^

inlet to steam drum ~~

final feed temperature

Sub-cooling at core inlet

Number of pumps per .reactor

(per circuit)

Power of pump motors

Number of channels

Lattice pitch

Pressure tube internal diameter

Calandria tube internal disaster

Overall diameter of calandria

Overall height of calandria

Number of shutdown tubes

Number of gas control rods

/Weight of uranium in core

D20 inventory

UO2 centre temperature j

Channel outlet coolant quality

fuel can diameter

fuel can length

Number of pins/cluster

Average initial enrichment

1

mrth
XV/teU

Kg/s

Bar abs

wt*

°C
j/g

Kw

mm

am

mm

te

te

Average enrichment replacement fuel #235

Average discharge irrfcdiatior. of

initial fuel MW)/teO

Average discharge irradiatiot of

replacement fuel

#235

509

540

1580

20.4

6647

806

55

12.1

194

60

4(2)

1410

416

260
c 150,

180

6820

4160

48

56

80,7

115*5

5.3

1910

22.6

16

3880

36

* 2.096

2.096

13516

20679

625

660

1900

19.77

8177

970

55

iV-9

194

60

6(3)

1172

516

260

130

130

7505

4160

64

64

100,1

1910

22.6

16

3880

36

2.139

2.3,05

12729

20730
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